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ABSTRACT
Satellite observations and their corresponding instrument simulators are used to document global cloud
biases in the Community Atmosphere Model (CAM) versions 4 and 5. The model–observation comparisons
show that, despite having nearly identical cloud radiative forcing, CAM5 has a much more realistic representation of cloud properties than CAM4. In particular, CAM5 exhibits substantial improvement in three
long-standing climate model cloud biases: 1) the underestimation of total cloud, 2) the overestimation of
optically thick cloud, and 3) the underestimation of midlevel cloud. While the increased total cloud and
decreased optically thick cloud in CAM5 result from improved physical process representation, the increased
midlevel cloud in CAM5 results from the addition of radiatively active snow. Despite these improvements,
both CAM versions have cloud deficiencies. Of particular concern, both models exhibit large but differing
biases in the subtropical marine boundary layer cloud regimes that are known to explain intermodel differences in cloud feedbacks and climate sensitivity. More generally, this study demonstrates that simulatorfacilitated evaluation of cloud properties, such as amount by vertical level and optical depth, can robustly
expose large and at times radiatively compensating climate model cloud biases.

1. Motivation
a. Using satellite simulators to evaluate climate
model clouds
Cloud feedbacks dominate uncertainty in model
climate projections (e.g., Cess et al. 1990; Bony and
Dufresne 2005; Williams and Webb 2009; Medeiros et al.
2008), but the quantification of model cloud biases is
often confounded by poor model–observational comparison techniques. In the last decade, data from a
number of new cloud-observing satellite platforms have
become available. Given this context, the use of satellite
simulators to evaluate climate model clouds is an exciting, and unsurprisingly burgeoning research area.
Development of satellite simulation software for
evaluation and intercomparison of climate model clouds
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was first completed for the International Satellite
Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP). The ISCCP observations (Rossow and Schiffer 1999) and corresponding
ISCCP simulator (Klein and Jakob 1999; Webb et al.
2001) have now been applied for over a decade (e.g.,
Norris and Weaver 2001; Lin and Zhang 2004; Zhang
et al. 2005, hereafter Z05; Schmidt et al. 2006; Cole et al.
2011). Common climate model biases revealed by these
ISCCP comparison studies include 1) underestimation of
total cloud, 2) overestimation of optically thick cloud, and
3) underestimation of midtopped cloud.
More recently, the Cloud Feedbacks Model Intercomparison Project (CFMIP) (Bony et al. 2011) has
been coordinating development of the CFMIP Observation Simulator Package (COSP). The abundance of new
satellite observations and corresponding diagnostics available in COSP provides new opportunities to understand
and quantify climate model cloud biases. As described in
Bodas-Salcedo et al. (2011, hereafter B11), COSP currently produces climate model diagnostics that can be
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TABLE 1. Comparison of cloud-related physical parameterizations in CAM5 and CAM4.

Parameterization
Radiation
Shallow convection
Deep convection
Planetary boundary layer
and turbulence
Cloud microphysics and
macrophysics

Aerosols

CAM5 (Neale et al. 2011a), released
in June 2010, 30 vertical levels
Rapid Radiative Transfer Model
Global (RRTMG) (Iacono et al. 2008)
Mass flux scheme with convective inhibition
(CIN) closure (Park and Bretherton 2009)
Bulk mass flux with CAPE closure
(Neale et al. 2008)
Moist turbulence scheme based on diagnostic TKE
(Bretherton and Park 2009)
Prognostic double moment microphysics (Morrison
and Gettelman 2008) with
ice supersaturation (Gettelman et al. 2010),
diagnostic precipitation at each model
level, and diagnostic cloud fraction
scheme
Modal aerosol model (Liu et al. 2011)

compared to observations from six satellite projects: 1)
ISCCP, 2) Multiangle Imaging SpectroRadiometer
(MISR), 3) Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS), 4) CloudSat—a spaceborne radar, 5)
a spaceborne lidar on the Cloud–Aerosol Lidar and
Infrared Pathfinder Satellite Observations (CALIPSO),
and 6) Polarization and Anisotropy of Reflectances for
Atmospheric Sciences coupled with Observations from
a lidar (PARASOL). Although ISCCP observations are
available over the longest period (1983–present) of any
of the satellite datasets, MODIS (2002–present), and
MISR (2000–present) observations are derived from
more sophisticated passive retrievals based on more
angles (MISR) and more spectral bands (MODIS).
Though their observational records are short (2006–
present), the active satellite measurements from the
spaceborne radar CloudSat and the spaceborne lidar
CALIPSO measure cloud height directly and offer a
distinct advantage over passive instruments for evaluation of cloud vertical structure in climate models (e.g.,
Chepfer et al. 2008, hereafter C08; Bodas-Salcedo et al.
2008, hereafter B08); Zhang et al. 2010). CloudSat radar
reflectivities also provide the best precipitation diagnostic that is currently available in COSP.

b. Study goals
The primary goal of this study is to evaluate mean
state clouds in the Community Atmosphere Model
(CAM) using multiple independent satellite datasets
and their corresponding instrument simulators in
COSP. The main findings expose large, and at times
compensating, model cloud biases both globally and in
key climatic regions. The presented model cloud biases
could result from both model circulation (dynamics)
and cloud parameterization (physics) errors, and it is

CAM4 (Neale et al. 2011b), released
in April 2010, 26 vertical levels
Collins et al. 2001
Three-level adjustment of moist
static energy (Hack 1994)
Bulk mass flux with CAPE closure
(Neale et al. 2008)
Dry turbulence scheme based on specified
K profile (Holtslag and Boville 1993)
Prognostic single-moment microphysics,
diagnostic precipitation at surface,
and diagnostic cloud fraction
(Rasch and Kristjansson 1998)

Bulk aerosol model

beyond the scope of this study to identify their specific
causes. Simulator and observational error are thought
to be less important for explaining many of the identified model biases. A secondary goal of this study is to
summarize robust information gained from the large
number of new COSP diagnostics. Previous model
evaluation papers using instrument simulators have
focused either on diagnostics from a small subset of
COSP simulators (e.g., Z05; C08; B08) or on a single
geographic region (e.g., B11). Section 2 describes our
methodology including a description of the COSP implementation in CAM, the CAM runs analyzed, and
the cloud evaluation strategy. Section 3 contains the
results. We identify compensating errors between cloud
fraction and cloud optical properties that are not apparent from the radiative fluxes or cloud forcing alone. We
also find that, while it has deficiencies, the most recent
CAM version, CAM5 (Neale et al. 2011a), has significantly reduced three long-standing climate model cloud
biases. Finally, we evaluate CAM clouds in select climatically important regions and discuss some limitations
of COSP for climate model evaluation. Sections 4 and 5
contain a discussion of uncertainty and the summary.

2. Methods
a. COSP integration into CESM
The Community Earth System Model version 1
(CESM1) includes two CAM physics packages: CAM4
(Neale et al. 2011b) and CAM5 (Neale et al. 2011a). Although both CAM versions are viable options within the
CESM1 modeling framework, their only shared physical
parameterization is the deep convection scheme (Table 1).
This work uses CAM5.1, which is a part of CESM1.0.3, and
can run COSP v1.3 inline and produce COSP diagnostics
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with either CAM4 or CAM5 physics. COSP-enabled CAM
code is available to the general scientific community as
a part of CESM public releases (code available to download at http://www.cesm.ucar.edu/models/cesm1.0/).
Local modifications to the COSP v1.3 code were necessary both to ensure compatibility with the CESM code
and software engineering requirements and to incorporate
the influence of radiatively active snow, a modification that
only influences the ISCCP, MISR, MODIS, and lidar diagnostics in the CAM5 simulations. Snow in this context
represents the population of large ice crystals with appreciable fall velocities. Because it incorporates the impact of
snow on radiative fluxes, CAM5 is atypical and is more
consistent with observations (e.g., Hogan et al. 2001;
Waliser et al. 2011).
Incorporating snow into all COSP simulators is consistent with the notion that simulators should diagnose
all hydrometeors that contribute to the signal satellites
observe. Within the CESM version of COSP, the subcolumns passed to each individual instrument simulator
can contain water clouds, ice clouds, rain, and snow. The
distribution of precipitation within each subcolumn is
based on the clouds in each subcolumn, as described in
Zhang et al. (2010). Code modifications to COSP were
made such that subcolumns containing stratiform snow
contribute to the ISCCP, MISR, and MODIS cloud diagnostics using the CAM5-predicted shortwave snow
optical depth and longwave snow emissivity. Similarly,
subcolumns containing stratiform snow contribute to
the extinction of the simulated lidar beam using a snow
mixing ratio deduced from the snow precipitation flux.
Within the lidar simulator, snow is assumed to have the
same backscatter-to-extinction ratio as is used for cloud
ice (Chepfer et al. 2007). No modifications to the COSP
radar simulator were made because snow already contributed to radar reflectivities.

b. CAM simulations with COSP
To enable intercomparison, both atmospheric model
physics packages (CAM4 and CAM5) were run with the
same finite volume dynamical core, the same prognostic
land model [Community Land Model version 4 (CLM4);
Lawrence et al. (2011)], and the same observed monthly
evolving sea surface temperature and sea ice boundary
conditions (Hurrell et al. 2008). Both model physics
had tuning parameters set to be consistent with CESM
contributions to the Coupled Model Intercomparison
Project 5 (CMIP5) (Taylor et al. 2012). In all simulations, COSP diagnostic model cloud fields were produced every 3 h. The active simulators (CloudSat radar,
CALIPSO lidar) were run on all columns, while the
passive simulators (ISCCP, MODIS, MISR) were run on
sunlit columns.
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Unless otherwise stated, our analysis focuses on 10-yr
CAM4 and CAM5 simulations (January 2001–December
2010) run on the standard 0.98 3 1.258 horizontal grid. To
evaluate the influence of radiatively active snow on COSP
diagnostics, an additional 3-yr CAM5 simulation (January
2001–December 2003) was run using the same 0.98 3 1.258
horizontal resolution, but neglecting all snow-related
COSP inputs. Finally, to assess the impact of model horizontal resolution, we ran 5-yr CAM4 and CAM5 simulations (January 2001–December 2005) on a 1.98 3 2.58
horizontal grid.
A number of observations were used to evaluate the
mean climate of these COSP-enabled simulations. We
compared CAM fluxes to observed top-of-atmosphere
(TOA) fluxes in version 2.6 of the Clouds and the Earth’s
Radiant Energy System (CERES)–Energy Balanced and
Filled (EBAF) dataset (Loeb et al. 2009), a dataset currently available over a 10-yr period from March 2000 to
February 2010. To evaluate COSP-diagnosed cloud fields,
we used observations designed for these comparisons
(available at http://climserv.ipsl.polytechnique.fr/fr/cfmipobservations.html). As described in B11, these observations include 1) a CALIPSO–GCM Oriented Cloud
CALIPSO Product (GOCCP) climatology over the 5-yr
period June 2006–November 2010 (Chepfer et al. 2010),
2) a CloudSat climatology over the 5-yr period June 2006–
November 2010, 3) an ISCCP climatology over the 25-yr
period July 1983–June 2008 for daytime only (Pincus et al.
2012, hereafter P12), 4) a MODIS climatology (based on
both Aqua and Terra) over the 8-yr period July 2002–July
2010 for daytime only (P12), and 5) a MISR climatology
over the 10-yr period March 2000 to November 2009
for daytime and over oceans only (Marchand et al.
2010, hereafter M10).

c. COSP diagnostics available for global climate
model evaluation
COSP outputs include a variety of cloud property and
cloud fraction diagnostics that enable consistent intermodel and observation–model comparisons. For example,
the MODIS simulator produces liquid effective radius and
cloud water path diagnostics, while the ISCCP simulator
estimates cloud albedo. Of particular interest in the suite of
COSP diagnostics are two-dimensional histograms of
cloud fraction as a function of height (or pressure) and
a cloud property. These histograms are directly analogous
to satellite products that have been popularized over
the last decade (e.g., Tselioudis et al. 2000; Jakob and
Tselioudis 2003; Rossow et al. 2005; M10). For the three
passive instruments, the cloud property is a columnintegrated visible optical depth (t), and the diagnostic is a
joint histogram of the highest retrieved cloud-top height
(CTH) in the column and t, herein called a CTH-t
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histogram. For Cloudsat and CALIPSO, the histograms
are a function of cloud height and radar reflectivity and
lidar scattering ratio (SR), respectively. Unlike CTH-t
histograms, the CloudSat and CALIPSO two-dimensional
histograms cannot be summed to obtain the total cloud
fraction because the active instruments measure cloud
height not cloud-top height. Also unlike CTH-t histograms, the cloud property is the observed radar reflectivity or lidar SR and therefore must be related to
cloud or precipitation physical characteristics using expert knowledge.
Although challenging, efforts to independently assess
uncertainty in satellite retrievals and instrument simulators are vital. For example, Mace et al. (2011, hereafter
M11) found more thin (t , 1.3) cloud in ISCCP satellite
observations than in ground-based ISCCP-like observations at the Atmospheric and Radiation Measurement
(ARM) Southern Great Plains (SGP) site in Oklahoma.
Above t 5 1.3, M11 found that the ground-based ISCCPlike observations had a flatter t distribution than ISCCP
satellite observations. These differences are a reminder
of the uncertainties in simulator-based comparisons;
however, because the t distributions at the SGP grid box
in CAM differ substantially from the global CAM t distribution (not shown), there is some question about the
global representativeness of validation results from a
single midlatitude land site. In addition, our experience
shows that differences between observed and CAM cloud
t distributions are often much larger than simulator
comparison technique uncertainties.
Despite their limitations, the diagnostics produced
by COSP revolutionize comparisons between satellite
observations and climate models. For example, the
minimum relative humidity to form cloud and other
parameters in the CAM physics parameterizations are
commonly tuned both to achieve the global radiative
balance required for stable climate simulations and to
offset errors in the predicted cloud optical depth and
vertical distribution. Because of the carefully defined
comparisons they enable, COSP diagnostics can be
used to evaluate these tuning efforts with multiple independent observational datasets.
To illustrate the importance of simulators for both
observation–model comparisons and model intercomparisons, we describe a particularly striking example.
Owing to an inconsistency in the treatment of cloud
fraction and cloud liquid water, CAM4 can produce
stratocumulus cloud with no associated water content
and, thus, no impact on radiative fluxes (see also Hannay
et al. 2009; Medeiros et al. 2012). As a result of these
so-called ‘‘empty’’ clouds, use of the standard model
diagnostic cloud fraction in stratocumulus regions is
misleading. If one were to use the standard model
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diagnostic cloud fraction when comparing CAM4 to
another model, or CAM4 to observations, empty clouds
would artificially inflate the CAM4 low cloud fractions,
in some cases by up to 0.25. A simulator-diagnosed
cloud fraction does not suffer from this error because
the simulators ignore empty clouds and only count the
clouds with sufficient radiative impact to be above the
cloud-detection limits of the satellite.

d. A strategy for climate model evaluation using
COSP diagnostics
Understanding the utility of the large number of
newly available COSP diagnostics for climate model
development and evaluation is just beginning. Our
strategy is to leverage the strengths of each observational dataset and, where multiple datasets provide
a robust and consistent piece of information, to use the
collection as a measure of observational uncertainty.
Here, we briefly highlight previous studies that influenced our choice of COSP diagnostics to emphasize in
our evaluations.
For the passive instruments (MISR, MODIS, ISCCP),
M10 and P12 guided our evaluation strategy. M10 compare and discuss differences in CTH-t observations for all
three passive instruments, while P12 discuss the differing
philosophies and resulting artifacts in the ISCCP and
MODIS simulators and observations. Under strong inversions (e.g., subtropical subsidence cloud regimes off
western coasts), temperature inversions confound
MODIS and ISCCP cloud-top height retrievals resulting
in negative cloud-top pressure (positive cloud-top height)
biases of up of 50–200 mb (1–2 km) (M10). As such, the
heights of low clouds under inversions are more reliably
retrieved from MISR and especially CALIPSO. M10 and
P12 both describe detection and retrieval application
differences in broken cloud regimes, such as trade cumulus, and in multilayer cloud regimes. In trade cumulus
regimes, ISCCP fails to detect many small cumuli and
underestimates cloud fraction by as much as 0.10 relative
to MISR (M10). MODIS cloud property retrievals are
often not performed on cloud edges, resulting in a global
annual-mean total-detected cloud fraction that is 0.15
lower than that of ISCCP or MISR (P12). The MODIS
cloud deficit mostly comprises low clouds with t , 1.3 in
the MISR and ISCCP dataset (P12). When optically thin
cirrus overlay low clouds, ISCCP erroneously reports
a midtopped cloud and therefore overestimates midtopped cloud when compared to MODIS and MISR
(M10). In contrast, MISR reports the height of the low
cloud deck and therefore underreports high cloud
amounts when compared to ISCCP and MODIS (M10).
P12 found general agreement in the frequency of occurrence of clouds as a function of t (t distributions) provided
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that t . 1.3. Based on the above, we emphasize MODIS
results for passive high-topped cloud comparisons, MISR
results for passive low-topped cloud comparisons but
utilize all three passive instruments equally when evaluating t distributions of all clouds for t . 1.3.
For the active instruments (CloudSat, CALIPSO),
studies such as those by B08 and C08 influence our
evaluation strategy. B08 used CloudSat observations to
evaluate the Met Office (UKMO) weather forecast
model, and their findings motivated our midlevel cloud
and precipitation bias evaluation using CloudSat. B08
showed that the UKMO model lacks midlevel CloudSat
clouds, reaffirming a common climate model bias found
in ISCCP-based studies. C08 evaluated climate model
clouds using the lidar simulator and CALIPSO observations. While clouds frequently attenuate the lidar
beam, C08 report the main strength of using the lidar is
that it enables accurate evaluation of cloud vertical
distribution. Though not discussed in C08, CALIPSO
provides the best currently available satellite observations of polar clouds because it detects optically thin
clouds and is not reliant on albedo or thermal contrast.
Thus, our strategy for evaluating polar clouds in CAM
relies exclusively on CALIPSO.

3. Results
a. Global evaluation of CAM radiation and clouds
1) CAM BIASES REVEALED BY RADIATIVE FLUX
AND CLOUD FORCING COMPARISONS

We begin by contrasting global annual-mean radiative
fluxes in CAM4 and CAM5 2001–10 Atmospheric Model
Intercomparison Project (AMIP) simulations. The global
annual mean top-of-model net radiation balance is positive and similar in both CAM4 (11.7 W m22) and CAM5
(11.5 W m22). That both models achieve a small positive radiative balance for the late twentieth century is
not surprising because both CAM versions were developed to produce a stable preindustrial (1850) climate.
This similar top-of-model balance is achieved with similar
net absorbed solar radiation (CAM4 5 240 W m22,
CAM5 5 239 W m22), and correspondingly similar outgoing longwave radiation (CAM4 5 238 W m22, CAM5 5
237 W m22). Global average fluxes from both CAM
versions are within the error bars of satellite-observed
top-of-atmosphere (TOA) fluxes, such as those from
CERES–EBAF (Loeb et al. 2009).
Clouds have a significant impact on the global radiative
balance that is often expressed using TOA shortwave
cloud forcing (SWCF) and longwave cloud forcing
(LWCF) (Ramanathan et al. 1989). When compared to
CERES–EBAF, the global annual mean cloud forcing
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biases and rms errors (RMSEs) in CAM4 and CAM5 are
remarkably similar. The global annual mean SWCF biases in CAM4 (21 W m22) and CAM5 (22 W m22) are
within 1 W m22. The global annual mean CAM4 LWCF
bias (21 W m22) is smaller than the LWCF bias in
CAM5 (24 W m22). The larger LWCF bias in CAM5
has been partially traced to cold and moist biases in
the middle and upper troposphere; however, observational uncertainty has complicated assessment of model
LWCF bias magnitudes. Changes in the CERES–EBAF
data processing algorithm from version 1.0 to version 2.6
resulted in a 4 W m22 decrease in the global annual mean
LWCF from 30 to 26 W m22, primarily due to a 3 W m22
decrease in clear-sky longwave fluxes from 269 to
266 W m22. In other words, a CERES–EBAF version
change reduced the negative LWCF bias in CAM by
4 W m22. Because modelers tune to all-sky longwave
fluxes and models and observations determine the clearsky longwave fluxes with significantly different methodologies, LWCF model biases are difficult to diagnose
(Sohn et al. 2010).
While climate modelers can adjust the global annualmean cloud forcing to match observations, geographic
cloud forcing patterns are not as easily adjusted. Thus,
we next evaluate the geographic distribution of annual
mean SWCF and LWCF. Both CERES–EBAF satellite
observations and model bias maps are shown in Fig. 1.
Like their global annual means, SWCF and LWCF
annual mean bias patterns are remarkably similar in
CAM4 and CAM5. The shortwave cooling effect of
clouds is too strong in the tropics and too weak in the
midlatitudes, biases that are common in climate models
(Trenberth and Fasullo 2010). The shortwave cooling
effect of clouds is also not strong enough in either
model in the subtropical transition regimes (e.g., in the
transition from stratocumulus to trade cumulus along
the GEWEX Cloud System Study (GCSS) Pacific cross
section (Teixeira et al. 2011) marked as a gray line on the
maps in Fig. 1). The largest obvious bias pattern difference from CAM4 to CAM5 is the removal of a positive
LWCF bias in the tropical western Pacific (TWP).

2) EXPOSITION OF COMPENSATING CLOUD
FRACTION AND CLOUD PROPERTY BIASES
IN CAM

Our experience shows that exposing compensating
errors and documenting model cloud biases often requires more sophisticated cloud diagnostics than cloud
forcing. For example, given the similarities in their annual
mean SWCF and LWCF shown in Fig. 1, it may come as
quite a surprise to learn that the global annual-mean
gridbox cloud liquid water path (LWP) is almost threetimes larger in CAM4 than in CAM5: 127 g m22 versus
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FIG. 1. Global maps of shortwave cloud forcing (SWCF, W m22) and longwave cloud forcing (LWCF, W m22): (a)
observed CERES–EBAF SWCF, (b) CAM4 SWCF bias (CAM4 2 observed), (c) CAM5 SWCF bias (CAM5 2
observed), (d) observed CERES 2 EBAF LWCF, (e) CAM4 LWCF bias (CAM4–observed), and (f) CAM5 LWCF
bias (CAM5 2 observed). In (a),(d) the value after each panel name reports the global annual mean. In (b),(c) and
(e),(f) the value after each panel name reports the global annual mean model bias (CAM 2 observations) and the
value in parentheses reports the RMSE. The solid gray line in each panel shows the GCSS Pacific cross section.

44 g m22. We use COSP diagnostics to explore these
large cloud property differences. We emphasize that all
discussed CAM cloud fields are diagnosed using satellite
simulators and are compared to their corresponding satellite observations. We do not use the standard CAM
cloud fraction diagnostics at any point.
We begin by comparing observed and simulatordiagnosed annual-mean total cloud fraction. Figures
2a–c show that the global annual mean total cloud fraction
and its spatial distribution are similar in the ISCCP, MISR,
and CALIPSO observations. The largest cloud fractions
occur in midlatitude storm tracks, tropical convective

regions, and stratocumulus decks, while the smallest cloud
fractions occur over subtropical deserts.
Both CAM4 (Figs. 2d–f) and CAM5 (Figs. 2g–i) have
annual-mean cloud fraction spatial patterns that broadly
match the satellite observations, but it is clear that both
CAM versions underestimate global annual mean cloud
fraction and have large regional cloud biases. Model cloud
deficits are especially pronounced in subtropical stratocumulus and transition regimes, consistent with too weak
SWCF in these regions (Figs. 1b,c). Both models have
a cloud deficit in the Southern Ocean, consistent with
their respective SWCF biases in that region (Figs. 1b,c).
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FIG. 2. Global maps of observed and COSP-simulated annual mean total cloud fraction: (a) ISCCP observations (t . 0.3), (b) MISR
observations (t . 0.3), (c) CALIPSO GOCCP observations (SR . 5), (d) CAM4 ISCCP, (e) CAM4 MISR, (f) CAM4 CALIPSO, (g)
CAM5 ISCCP, (h) CAM5 MISR, and (i) CAM5 CALIPSO. The value after each panel name reports the global annual mean, while the
values in parentheses report the global annual mean model bias (CAM 2 observations) and model RMSE, respectively. Because they do
not include optically thin or broken clouds, the global annual mean cloud fractions observed by MODIS (0.49) and CloudSat (0.50) are
significantly smaller than those observed by CALIOP, MISR, or ISCCP and are not included in this plot. The solid gray line in each panel
shows the GCSS Pacific cross section.

While both models have too little cloud when compared
to observations, the biases in CAM5 are significantly
smaller than those in CAM4. For all three simulated
versus observed cloud fraction comparisons, the global
annual mean bias in CAM4 is almost double that of
CAM5. In addition, the rms error (RMSE) is substantially
larger in CAM4 than in CAM5. Spatially, we see that the
larger cloud fractions in CAM5 result from cloud fraction
increases in midlatitude storm tracks and subtropical
stratocumulus regions, both changes that bring CAM5
cloud fractions closer to the observed cloud fractions.
How do CAM4 and CAM5 produce similar annual
mean cloud forcing biases (Figs. 1b–f) with such large
differences in their annual mean total cloud fractions
(Figs. 2d–i)? The answer lies in the distribution of cloud
optical depth (t). Figure 3a shows observed and simulatordiagnosed global annual mean t distributions for MISR,
MODIS, and ISCCP. This figure shows that CAM4
and CAM5 achieve a similar radiative balance because
they have compensating differences in the amounts of

optically thin and optically thick cloud. Consistent with
earlier ISCCP simulator-based evaluations, such as the
10 model intercomparison study by Z05, CAM4 has too
much optically thick cloud and not enough optically thin
cloud, resulting in a flatter t distribution than is observed.
In contrast, CAM5 has a steeper t distribution that agrees
quite well with observations. To the best of our knowledge, CAM5 is the first climate model to match the observed t distribution with this level of fidelity, which is
a significant achievement. The reproduction of observed
cloud albedos, which are largely determined by t, is an
important metric of model performance.
Because model resolution can affect cloud properties,
it is useful to examine the influence of horizontal resolution on global annual mean t distributions in CAM4
and CAM5 (Fig. 3b). The ISCCP t distribution shape
differences between CAM4 and CAM5 are similar at
both horizontal resolutions examined, but the CAM4
ISCCP t distribution is more resolution-dependent than
that in CAM5. Similar resolution dependence was found
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FIG. 3. Global column-integrated cloud optical depth (t) distributions: (a) MISR, MODIS, and ISCCP from
satellite observations, CAM4, and CAM5, (b) ISCCP from CAM4 and CAM5 at both 0.98 3 1.258 and 1.98 3 2.58
horizontal grid resolutions. Below t5 3.6 there are large intersatellite differences in cloud fraction due to the difference in detection and treatment of cloud edges and subpixel clouds. Observational agreement below t5 1.3 is
especially poor (see P12, Fig. 4) and is therefore not plotted in (a). CAM t distributions are accumulated over model
columns and include the subgrid-scale variability implied by partly cloudy layers.

using the MODIS and MISR t distributions from CAM4
and CAM5 (not shown).

3) CAM CLOUD BIASES AS A FUNCTION OF
SATELLITE, CLOUD OPTICAL DEPTH, AND
CLOUD-TOP HEIGHT
We reinforce and expand on the findings shown in
Figs. 1–3 by examining global annual cloud fraction bias
and RMSE as a function of satellite, t, and cloud-top
height in Fig. 4. Figure 4 shows robust and ubiquitous
improvement from CAM4 to CAM5 for all observed
versus simulator-diagnosed global annual mean cloud
fraction comparisons.
The top row of Fig. 4 compares total cloud fraction for
‘‘all cloud,’’ optically intermediate cloud (3.6 , t , 23,
following the definitions in Z05), and optically thick
cloud (t . 23, again following Z05). As in Fig. 2, total
cloud deficits in both versions of CAM are evident,
but cloud deficits are smaller in CAM5 than in CAM4.
As in Fig. 3, CAM4 has too little optically intermediate
cloud and too much optically thick cloud, while CAM5
is a much closer match to the observations.
The vertical distribution of clouds exerts important
controls on the longwave energy budget. Thus, we next
use Fig. 4 to examine the contribution of high cloud, mid
cloud, and low cloud to total cloud amounts and model
biases. In both observations and the models, high cloud
and low cloud contribute almost equally to the total cloud

fraction, while mid cloud contributes less. Both CAM4
and CAM5 underestimate cloud fraction at all heights,
a bias that primarily results from an underestimation of
low thin cloud. High, mid, and low cloud fraction biases
are similar to their total cloud fraction equivalents and
therefore all three contribute to bias reductions from
CAM4 to CAM5; however, ‘‘all cloud’’ and optically intermediate cloud bias reductions result mainly from increases in low cloud amount, while optically thick total
cloud bias reductions result mainly from decreases in
high-topped cloud amount.
Figure 5 provides a spatial context for Fig. 4 by showing
maps of CALIPSO cloud fraction bias as a function of
height. The figure shows that both models, but especially
CAM4, underestimate CALIPSO cloud fraction at all
cloud heights in many cloud regimes. Both models share
a deficit in low cloud amount on the eastern sides of
subtropical oceans at locations where overcast stratocumulus typically transitions to broken trade cumulus
clouds. While model cloud deficits are common, there are
some regional exceptions. For example, CAM4 has excessive high cloud fractions in the TWP, a regional bias
that is improved in CAM5 both in the CALIPSO high
cloud fraction bias and in the LWCF bias (Fig. 1).
To identify the regions that contribute to changes in
the optically thick cloud from CAM4 to CAM5, Fig. 6
shows maps of MISR optically thick low-topped and
MODIS optically thick high-topped cloud observations
and model bias. As in Fig. 4, decreases in optically thick
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cloud fraction bias from CAM4 to CAM5 result more
from decreases in high-topped cloud than from decreases in low-topped cloud. Both CAM4 and CAM5
have too much MISR optically thick low-topped cloud
in almost all locations, but especially in large-scale descent regions in the tropics and in the midlatitude storm
tracks. The CAM4 CALIPSO high cloud bias seen in
Fig. 5e is also evident as a MODIS optically thick hightopped cloud fraction bias in Fig. 6e. While MODIS
optically thick high-topped cloud bias patterns over
tropical land areas share similar patterns in CAM4 and
CAM5, positive biases over the Amazon and central
Africa are greater in CAM4 than in CAM5.

4) SUMMARIZING CAM CLOUD BIASES IN
A SINGLE FIGURE

F IG . 4. Observed and COSP-simulated global (608S–608N)
annual-mean cloud fractions. Both land and ocean are included
except for MISR values, which are ocean only. The satellites and
associated simulators, and model versions and observations are
coded as shown in the boxed legend. Vertical stems on each model
value show the global annual rms error (simulated 2 observed),
directed toward the observed value. Crossbars on each stem occur
at the observed mean value, so the global annual bias is the distance
from the mean model value (square or triangle) to the crossbar
and the distance beyond the crossbar measures the random component of the error. Total cloud fraction shown at the top, followed
by high or high-topped (CTH . 7 km or CTP , 440 mb) cloud
fraction, mid or midtopped (3 km , CTH , 7 km or 440 mb ,
CTP , 680 mb) cloud fraction, and low or low-topped (CTH ,
3 km, CTP . 680 mb) cloud fraction. Unlike the low-topped, midtopped, and high-topped clouds for MODIS, ISCCP, and MISR,
CALIPSO high, mid, and low clouds cannot be summed to obtain
the total cloud fraction (see section 2c of the text). Within each
panel, the clouds observed by MISR, ISSCP, and MODIS are divided into three column-integrated optical thickness (t) categories:
(left) all cloud, (middle) optically intermediate clouds (3.6 , t ,
23), and (right) optically thick clouds (t . 23). Differences in detected cloud amount for MODIS, ISCCP, and MISR are discussed
in M10 and P12 (see also section 2d of the text). Values from this
plot are included in the supplementary material.

A Taylor diagram (Taylor 2001) shows correlation, bias,
and variability in a single plot, and thus offers a compact
visualization of model performance. As such, Taylor diagrams are particularly useful plots to evaluate climate
model clouds with the numerous diagnostics available in
COSP. We use Taylor diagrams (Fig. 7) to summarize and
reinforce the main conclusion of the preceding discussion,
namely that the clouds in CAM5 are a closer match to
satellite observations than are those in CAM4. Although
the LWCF bias is larger for CAM5, the LWCF variability
and correlation in CAM5 are closer to observations than
they are in CAM4 (Fig. 7a). SWCF statistics are similar in
the Taylor diagram for both CAM4 and CAM5, but
CAM5 has a better spatial correlation with SWCF observations than does CAM4. While observations constrain
total cloud variability to be better in CAM4 than in
CAM5, CAM5 has lower bias and better spatial correlation with total cloud observations than CAM4 (Fig. 7b).
For CALIPSO clouds, CAM5 has lower bias and better
spatial correlation than CAM4 at all heights (Fig. 7c).
CALIPSO low and mid clouds in CAM4 have insufficient
variance when compared to observations, while those in
CAM5 agree much better with observations. As was seen
in Figs. 4 and 6, the reduction in optically thick cloud bias
from CAM4 to CAM5 is due more to a reduction in high
clouds than in low clouds. The variance of optically thick
clouds is notably excessive for both models, but more so
for CAM4 than for CAM5 (Fig. 7d).

b. The impact of radiatively active snow on CAM5
COSP diagnostics
Radiatively active snow has a substantial impact on
simulator-diagnosed cloud amounts in CAM5. It is important to document this impact because it contributes
to improved COSP diagnostics in CAM5 relative to
CAM4, especially for CALIPSO and CloudSat midlevel
clouds. The increase in midlevel cloud seen with the
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FIG. 5. Global maps of annual mean cloud fraction bias (CAM 2 CALIPSO GOCCP observations): (a) CAM4
CALIPSO low (P , 440 mb) cloud fraction bias, (b) CAM5 CALIPSO low cloud fraction bias, (c) CAM4 CALIPSO
mid (440 , P , 680 mb) cloud fraction bias, (d) CAM5 CALIPSO mid cloud fraction bias, (e) CAM4 CALIPSO high
(P . 680 mb) cloud fraction bias, and (f) CAM5 CALIPSO high cloud fraction bias. The value after each panel name
reports the global annual mean bias and the value in parentheses reports the RMSE. The solid gray line in each panel
shows the GCSS Pacific cross section.

passive satellite simulators is smaller than the increases
seen with the active satellite simulators (not shown),
suggesting that many of the additional midlevel clouds
detected by the active satellite simulators are either
optically thin or beneath a high-cloud already detected
by the passive satellite simulators. Nevertheless, the
incorporation of radiatively active snow both into the
CAM5 model physics and into COSP diagnostics partially alleviates one of the primary climate model biases
documented in Z05 and more recently in B08, namely,
the underestimation of model midlevel clouds.
To illustrate the influence of including radiatively active
snow in the COSP simulators, Fig. 8 shows zonal annualmean CALIPSO cloud fraction differences (CAM5 2
CAM5 with no snow in COSP). Snow has the largest
impact on the CAM5 CALIPSO mid cloud fraction; the

addition of snow results in an increase in global annual
mean CALIPSO mid cloud fraction of 0.09, from 0.07 to
0.16, bringing CAM5 closer to the observed value of
0.18. Snow increases the CAM5 CALIPSO high cloud
fraction at all latitudes and the CAM5 CALIPSO low
cloud fraction primarily at mid and high latitudes preferentially during the winter season. Because snow in
CAM5 is only diagnosed when an ice cloud is present at the
same or overlying levels, the substantial CALIPSO high
cloud fraction increases resulting from snow are surprising.
To further understand the differences in Fig. 8, Figs. 9a
and 9b contrast global annual mean CALIPSO scattering
ratio (SR) two-dimensional histograms with and without
the inclusion of radiatively active snow in the lidar simulator. Consistent with Fig. 8, snow increases lidar-detected
cloud (SR . 5, Chepfer et al. 2010) the most at midlevels,
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FIG. 6. Global maps of optically thick (t . 23) annual mean cloud fraction: (a) MISR-observed optically thick lowtopped (CTH , 3 km) cloud fraction, (b) CAM4 bias (CAM4 2 MISR observed), (c) CAM5 bias (CAM5 2 MISR
observed), (d) MODIS-observed optically thick high-topped (CTP , 440 mb) cloud fraction, (e) CAM4 bias (CAM4 2
MODIS observed), and (f) CAM5 bias (CAM5 2 MODIS observed). In (a),(d) the value after each panel name reports
the global annual mean. In (b),(c) and (e),(f), the value after each panel name reports the global annual mean bias and
the number in parentheses reports the RMSE. The solid gray line in each panel shows the GCSS Pacific Cross Section.

but also at high and low levels. Figure 9 offers an explanation for the surprisingly large increases in CALIPSO
high cloud fraction in Fig. 8. Many of the CAM5 high ice
clouds have SR , 5 and thus do not contribute to the
reported CALIPSO high cloud fraction. As a result, the
addition of radiatively active snow can have a larger-thanexpected influence on CALIPSO high cloud fraction.

c. Regional evaluation of CAM clouds using COSP
1) TROPICAL CLOUD REGIMES
A comprehensive regional evaluation of CAM4 and
CAM5 clouds is beyond the scope of this paper, but it is

instructive to highlight select COSP results in a few key
regions. We begin by examining clouds along the GCSS
Pacific cross section (Teixeira et al. 2011, thin gray line
in Figs. 1, 2, 5, and 6), which starts in the heart of the
quasi-permanent stratocumulus deck off the California
coast, passes through the transition to a cumulus-topped
boundary layer, and ends in the intertropical convergence zone (ITCZ). Figure 10 contrasts the vertical distribution of climatological MISR and CALIPSO summer
cloud fraction in observations, CAM4, and CAM5 along
this cross section, providing a vertical slice through the
atmosphere that complements the maps shown in Figs. 1,
2, 5, and 6.
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FIG. 7. Taylor diagrams comparing global annual mean CAM4 and CAM5 cloud forcing and cloud properties to
observations: (a) SWCF and LWCF compared to CERES–EBAF observations (Fig. 1 shows corresponding maps),
(b) ISCCP total cloud, MISR total cloud (ocean only) , and CALIPSO total cloud (Fig. 2 shows corresponding maps),
(c) CALIPSO low/mid/high cloud (Fig. 5 shows corresponding maps), and (d) MISR low-topped thick (t . 23) cloud
(ocean only) and MODIS high-topped thick (t . 23) cloud (Fig. 6 shows corresponding maps). The size of the shaded
circles is proportional to the global model bias in percent [(model 2 observed)/observed 3 100]. For reference, the
absolute global model bias is included in the legend below each figure panel.

The right side of Fig. 10 begins in the large-scale
subsidence regime off the California coast. CAM5 has
more stratocumulus than CAM4, which is in better
agreement with observations, an improvement also seen
in CALIPSO low cloud bias maps (Figs. 5a,b) and in
SWCF bias maps (Fig. 1). The increased stratocumulus
cloud amounts in CAM5 result from an increase in lowtopped 3.6 , t , 9.4 clouds, a change that produces
a closer match to the observed t distribution for CAM5
than for CAM4 (not shown). Despite this improvement

in stratocumulus cloud amount and t distribution in
CAM5 relative to CAM4, the stratocumulus cloud in
CAM5 is concentrated too close to the coast when compared to observations. In other words, the transition from
stratocumulus to a cumulus-topped boundary layer with
smaller cloud fractions occurs too close to the coast in
CAM5 when compared to the observations. CAM4 has
somewhat different problems with this transition. Unlike
the gradual reduction in cloud amount seen in the observations and CAM5, the cloud fraction and vertical
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FIG. 8. The influence of radiatively active snow on COSPsimulated cloud fractions shown as zonal annual mean CALIPSO
cloud fraction differences (CAM5 2 CAM5 with no snow in COSP).
The global annual mean cloud fraction differences (CAM5 2 CAM5
with no snow in COSP) are reported for CALIPSO high (P , 440
mb), mid (680 , P , 440 mb), and low (P . 680 mb) clouds.

structure from 31.68 to 208N in CAM4 are uniform. Near
208N, there is a clear lack of stratocumulus-to-cumulus
transition zone clouds in both CAM4 and CAM5, a model
bias also evident in CALIPSO low cloud bias maps (Fig. 5),
and in SWCF bias maps (Figs. 1b,c). In addition, both
models fail to capture the gradual rising cloud top from 368
to 158N evident in the observations.
In the ascending deep convective regime on the left
side of Fig. 10, corresponding to the central Pacific ITCZ,
both model versions, but especially CAM4, have too
much high cloud. Unlike CAM5, this excessive high

VOLUME 25

cloud bias is also evident in CAM4 CALIPSO high
cloud bias maps (Fig. 5e), CAM4 MODIS optically thick
high-topped cloud bias maps (Fig. 6e), and CAM4
LWCF bias maps (Fig. 1e). Comparing CAM4 and
CAM5 low cloud biases in this deep convective regime
is difficult because the high cloud masks underlying
cloud. Finally, although both CAM4 and CAM5 have
freezing level cloud (Johnson et al. 1999), the amount is
excessive when compared to observations, a bias that
may also contribute to excessive CALIPSO mid cloud
in the TWP, as seen in Figs. 5c and 5d.

2) ARCTIC CLOUDS
Clouds are critical to Arctic climate feedbacks, but
Arctic clouds and their radiative impacts are difficult to
observe and evaluate in models (e.g., Kay and Gettelman
2009; Kay et al. 2011). For reasons discussed in section 2d,
we rely exclusively on CALIPSO to evaluate Arctic clouds
in CAM (Fig. 11). Low clouds are the dominant Arctic
cloud type both in the observations and in CAM4 and
CAM5. The Arctic cloud fraction seasonal cycle and annual mean cloud fraction are closer to observations
in CAM5 than they are in CAM4. Like a recent evaluation
of CAM4 Arctic clouds with ground-based and satellite
observations that did not use the simulator technique
(de Boer et al. 2012), the results in Fig. 11 challenge the
observational basis for an ad hoc reduction of low cloud

FIG. 9. The influence of radiatively active snow on COSP-simulated cloud fractions: (a) CAM5 global annual mean
lidar SR histograms, and (b) as in (a) but with no snow in the lidar simulator. Gray lines on panels show the CALIPSO
cloud detection threshold (SR 5 5), the height boundaries between CALIPSO low and CALIPSO mid clouds (680 mb,
;3.2 km), and the height boundary between CALIPSO mid and CALIPSO high clouds (440 mb, ;6.5 km).
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FIG. 11. Monthly evolution of Arctic CALIPSO cloud fraction in
observations, CAM4, and CAM5: (a) total cloud fraction, and (b)
low cloud fraction.

FIG. 10. Climatological June–August cloud fraction along the
GCSS Pacific cross section: (top) MISR (color) and CALIPSO
(contours) observations, (middle) CAM4 MISR and CALIPSO
cloud, and (bottom) CAM5 MISR and CALIPSO cloud. Latitude
and longitude points along the cross section are marked at the
bottom and top of each panel. The vertical axis shows MISR cloudtop height bins. Three gray markers at 10 km in the top panel mark
the locations of the CGILS (CFMIP-GCSS intercomparison of
large-eddy and single-column models) transition, stratocumulus,
and coastal stratus points.

when there is very little water vapor implemented in
CAM4 (Vavrus and Waliser 2008). The small difference
between modeled 708–828N and 708–908N monthly cloud
fractions suggest that the lack of CALIPSO observations from 828 to 908N is not important to these results.

4. Discussion of uncertainty
Our results demonstrate that the synergistic use of
cloud observations from multiple satellite platforms and
corresponding model-embedded instrument simulators

can robustly identify climate model bias and bias reduction. Yet, both known and unknown uncertainties exist
in the application of the instrument simulators for model
evaluation. As such, this discussion explains uncertainties
that we encountered in the COSP-enabled evaluation of
CAM cloud and precipitation fields.
Instrument simulators are an attempt to compute from
the model output what a satellite instrument would see if
it were ‘‘flying’’ over the model world. Though high cloud
masking of low cloud biases and other instrument-specific
idiosyncrasies may complicate interpretations, simulatorenabled comparisons are robust when the observational
process is well understood and is replicated in the simulator. In contrast, the ability of simulators to reproduce
the observational process is limited when the observational process itself is poorly understood. Under these
circumstances, simulator-enabled evaluations are, by
definition, less robust. Not surprisingly, observational
uncertainties frequently plague simulator-enabled comparisons in optically thin and horizontally heterogeneous
cloud regimes. For example, there is more scatter in the
passive simulator results for t , 1.3, a known uncertainty
whose underlying causes have been explored (P12; M11;
M10) and whose importance was taken into account in
this study (e.g., Fig. 3). Simulators also have limitations in
horizontally heterogeneous cloud regimes. For example,
simulators do not take into account the influence of
subpixel clouds.
When the reasons for underlying observational differences are not entirely understood, we were cautious
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using observations and their corresponding simulators
for quantitative model evaluation. Cloud particle sizes
derived from MODIS are a model diagnostic currently
available in COSP for which observational uncertainty
limits the utility of simulator-enabled comparisons.
Similar to the Atmospheric Model version 3 (AM3)
(Donner et al. 2011), we found a negative liquid drop
size model bias in CAM4 and CAM5 when we compared
MODIS-simulated and MODIS-observed drop sizes
based on retrievals at 2.1 mm (Platnick et al. 2003) (not
shown). But, the MODIS-observed drop sizes from the
retrieval we used are frequently larger than drop sizes
from retrieval algorithms based on 3.7 mm by other
sensors (e.g., Han et al. 1994) or MODIS retrievals at
other wavelengths (Zhang and Platnick 2011), especially
in conditions where drizzle is present or the retrievals
themselves are uncertain (e.g., broken, inhomogeneous,
or optically thin clouds). Until the retrieval of liquid
drop sizes from MODIS observations is better understood and this information is incorporated into the
MODIS simulator, we have justifiable concerns about
the ability of the MODIS simulator to provide robust
evaluation of CAM particle sizes.
In addition to observational uncertainty, we also found
that inconsistent definitions of clouds and precipitation
can limit the robustness of simulator-enabled comparisons. For example, our first attempts at COSP-enabled
evaluation of CAM5 revealed that radiatively active
snow was being included in CAM5, but not in many of the
COSP simulators. We remedied this inconsistency by
ensuring that all COSP simulators treat snow (Figs. 8 and
9). Our analysis also led us to have concerns about the
consistency of the COSP and CAM treatments of precipitation fraction. One simple way to evaluate model
precipitation within COSP is to use a radar reflectivity
threshold to approximate the occurrence frequency of
precipitation [e.g., 215 dBZe, a reflectivity that is an
approximate threshold for the presence of precipitation
of liquid-phase-only clouds (Liu et al. 2008)]. Similar to
results in Stephens et al. (2010) for many climate models
and in Zhang et al. (2010) for earlier CAM versions, this
crude diagnostic shows that CAM4 and CAM5 overestimate the frequency of precipitation globally and in
many precipitation regimes (not shown). Yet, model
precipitation fraction is not currently an input into COSP,
and COSP assumes that, where precipitation occurs, it
occurs over the entire cloud fraction volume. The effect
that this assumption has on precipitation-related COSP
diagnostics remains unknown, but when invalid this assumption will exaggerate excessive precipitation biases.
Though some uncertainty will always remain, continued research to reduce observational uncertainty, and to
quantify the importance of and remove inconsistencies
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between model and simulator assumptions, is critical to
build trust in simulator-enabled climate model evaluation
for future studies. We found a two-way dialog between
simulator and climate model developers to be a productive way to reduce uncertainty in simulator-enabled climate model evaluation. Not only did COSP expose CAM
cloud biases and highlight inconsistencies in the CAM
parameterizations, CAM also exposed COSP deficiencies
such as insufficient treatment of radiatively active snow
and precipitation fraction.

5. Summary
This study presents a comprehensive global evaluation of climate model cloud biases using COSP
instrument simulators and their corresponding satellite observations. The principle finding is that COSPenabled comparisons robustly show that the physics
parameterizations in CAM5 have dramatically reduced
three long-standing climate model global cloud biases:
1) the underestimation of total cloud (Fig. 2, Fig. 7b), 2)
the overestimation of optically thick cloud (Fig. 3, Fig. 7d),
and 3) the underestimation of midlevel cloud (Fig. 7c).
The CAM5 midlevel cloud results suggest that climate
models underestimate midlevel cloud fraction when the
impact of snow on radiative transfer in the atmosphere is
neglected. In contrast, CAM4 has large compensating
biases in cloud optical properties and cloud amount, biases that are similar to those found in many climate models
analyzed using the ISCCP simulator and observations
(e.g., Z05). The most striking regional improvements in
cloud representation from CAM4 to CAM5 include
decreased optically thick high-topped cloud in the deep
convective tropical Pacific, increased midlatitude storm
track cloud, increased low cloud in the stratocumulus
regimes, and an improved seasonal cycle of Arctic
clouds. The use of COSP-enabled comparisons was
critical for documenting these improvements because,
despite having dramatically different cloud fractions and
cloud optical properties, compensating errors often allow CAM4 and CAM5 to have similar cloud forcing
biases.
Despite the improved representation of clouds in
CAM5, cloud biases persist in both CAM versions. Although CAM5 is a closer match to observations, both
CAM versions underestimate total cloud when compared to observations. Of particular importance for climate simulations are the significant biases found in
subtropical marine boundary layer clouds (e.g., Fig. 10
and complementary maps in Figs. 1b,c and 5a,b). While
CAM5 shows some obvious improvements over CAM4,
neither model correctly captures the transition from
stratocumulus-topped to cumulus-topped boundary layer.
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Reasons for these CAM cloud biases have been partially diagnosed in Medeiros et al. (2012) and Hannay
et al. (2009). Given this context, it is interesting that
Gettelman et al. (2012) report that cloud feedbacks
in tropical trade cumulus regions make important contributions to climate sensitivity differences between
CAM4 and CAM5 (see their Fig. 9). Other CMIP5
models should be examined to see if similar COSPidentified low subtropical marine cloud biases exist because these clouds have been repeatedly identified as
the largest contributors to intermodel spread in climate
sensitivity (e.g., Cess et al. 1990; Bony and Dufresne 2005;
Williams and Webb 2009; Medeiros et al. 2008).
More generally, this study demonstrates the great diagnostic power of using multiple satellite datasets and
simulators to evaluate cloud biases and compensating
errors in climate models used for future climate projection. The satellite simulator strategy consistently defines the cloud quantities to be compared, which removes
much of the ambiguity that often plagues climate model
cloud evaluation. Simulator-enabled comparisons can
reliably identify climate model biases when the observational process is both understood and accurately represented within the simulator code. That said, the satellite
simulator strategy works best when the satellite observations are most reliable, namely in optically thick horizontally homogeneous cloud regimes. When clouds are
optically thin (e.g., t , 1.3 for passive instruments) and
have significant subpixel heterogeneity, simulatorenabled comparisons are less reliable. Above all, when
multiple model–observation comparisons yield consistent results (something that frequently occurred in this
study), it greatly increases confidence that the identified
biases result from model error and not from observational uncertainty. This confidence means comparison of
COSP diagnostics with corresponding satellite observations can better illuminate whether climate models
produce realistic radiative fluxes and cloud forcing with
realistic clouds.
While this study presents a framework for global cloud
evaluation in climate models using the numerous new
diagnostics in COSP, it leaves a lot to be done. Regional
analysis is needed to understand the physical processes
responsible for creating the biases identified by this study.
Research also is needed to connect COSP diagnostics to
cloud feedbacks (e.g., Zelinka et al. 2012). Along these
lines, constraining cloud feedbacks may not be possible
through evaluation of annual means, which was largely
the focus of this study. Ultimately, instrument simulators
enable credible intermodel and observed–model comparisons, but using these tools does not reduce our need
to understand the essential physical processes, and to
incorporate this understanding into parameterizations

that reduce model radiation, cloud, and precipitation
biases.
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